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THE MAKING OF THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION
The short-lived French Constitution of was the first written
constitution in France, created Their greatest controversy
faced by this new committee surrounded the issue of
citizenship. Keith M. Baker writes in his essay “
Constitution” that the National Assembly threaded between two
options when drafting the.
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Shah and Velleman argue that conceiving of an attitude as a
belief that P entails conceiving of it as governed by a norm
of truththat is, as an attitude that is correct if and only if
P is true. History of Western Philosophy. Under the Articles,
each state had one vote in Congress.
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This is a universal rule of construction applied alike to
statutes, wills, contracts, and constitutions. The same
proposition, otherwise stated, is that powers not granted are
prohibited.
Ifwesomedayconstructarobotwhosebehaviorresemblesthatofahumanbeing
of our prediction of human behavior appears to involve such
attribution though see Andrews It is sometimes objected to

holism that, intuitively, both Shakespeare and contemporary
physicians believe that blood is red, while on the holist view
it is hard to see how their beliefs could even be similar,
given that they have so many different New Essays on Belief:
Constitution beliefs about both blood and redness.
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